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ABSTRACT
This paper presents. six generalizations based on

politicaA education research and discusses their,iapIccations for
teaching citizenship in the pubOictchools. In drawing the
implications, it was assumed ..that citizenship education is designed
to promote higher political knowledge, interest, trust, tolerance of
dissent, and intellectual and participatiOn skills. The six
generalizations'art that: (1) coepared to factors such as family and
the media, school is an importmst agent fcr trans.mitting political
information to youth, (2) secondary students' pclitical knculedge has
decreased between 1970 and 1976, (3) an open classroom climate in
.which.opinions'about-controversial issues are freely discussed is
conducive to positive political attitudes, 14) :emphasis cr factual
content and patriotic rituals is associated with negative political
attitudes, (5) student participation in Achcol governance is related
to positive political attitudes, and 18) inerican students. have a
lower tolerance of political dissent than dc European students. =among
tie implications of these generalizations are that teachers-should
use up-to-date instructional aaterials, pay attention tc attitude and
behpvior outcomes, specify course goals, allow students to express
divergent viewpoints, de-emphasize rote factual knowledge, and.
encourage participation in schodl governance and extracurricular
activities. In additiop, teachers should point cut that good
citizenship-does not necessarily imply passive conformity.
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The puryiose of. this paper is to state.a-limited but important set
,

of tested generalizations from political education research and.discust
7 1 . .

some implications of these generalizations for teaching, citizenship in

. .

the social studies curriculum. 'No original research studies will be reviewed

-here., Rather; the paper will take up where reviews usually leave offwith

:the generalizations drawn from those reviews. I depended most heavily

on, my own recent reviews (Ehman, 1977a and 1977b), but also co+lted

several others (Jaros, 1973; Patrick, 1967 and 1977; Riccards, 1973; and

Weissberg,,1974). Two recent original studies are also sed but not

LL

reviewed (N.A.E.P., 1978; Torney, Oppenheim and Farnen, 1975).

The generalizations discussed below are limited in two ways. 'First,

they are not all of the conclusions that could possibly be stated from

the political educatiOn literature. Only those that, seem well founded,

/

given the available evidence, are included.. The number is further limited'

because only those which could generate reasonable implications for social

c,..

studies teachers are stated. The second limitation follows from the fact

\11 that nearly al) research done in the political education area is correlational
et) 1

N.
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and not experimental. This meintthieit is: not legitimate to draw cense].

.inferences aboutWha hles.inf uence what other variables; We can'

only note correlations'among variablet, .and construct logical argumentt

about reasonable causal. aonneCtions. StrictlY speaking, if We ruled 'Out
,

all/"non-causal" research ifindings.from consideration, we would be alle
1 ../

ta conclude only the some-special curriculum .,treatments, i3ncluded i1n the

few. valid field exper ements in the political education literature,: can

influence pOlitiCalAn wiedge. I have not restricted this paper to such

a'rigid constraint, from which it would be very difficult to generate any

ingarC;tions. I have instead included knowledge from valid correlatiaital

studies in forming-the generalizations.. The language of these generalizations

and implications is cast in terms of cause and effect; this error of mine

permits.me tO say something. 9therwise, you and I would,have to endure

silence on these matters,,as I would beleft with nothing to report.

The term "political education" in this paper is taken to mean that

subpart of the political socializition process which constitutes direct

instruction in schools aimed at shaping the political attitudes, knowledge
: dr.

and behavior of youth; This instruction takes place inclassrooms as
1 /

a manifestation of the explicit curriculum, as well.as in'nontclassroom

settings such as-clubs and teams, governance settings, and informal groups

in the scHool. Participation norms and skills, attitudes and knowledge

are taught in these settings through peer and adult modelling, impOsition

of rules and,throughligert instruction.' It is noted that this.conception

of political education differs somewhat from that of Patrick (1977), who

theracterizes political socialization as a subset of political education.



. , , .

et of. assumptions about citizenship.edudation is mide'in drawingset

*
.

the implications. These assumptions are that it is\desirable in citizenship

education, to promote higher pOlitical knowledge, interest,.trust, tolerance

of dissent,.confidence, intellectual' skills, participation skills and

activity in Students. Without the'se assumptions, the implications do not

follow frOm the generalizations.

Generalizations and tions
.

Generalization COmpared to Other faCtors such'as family

and the media, school is an important agent for tra tting

political information to youth. Its importance incr ases:

from grade school.to high school. The-school isless

influential in shaping political attitudes and behavior

than knowledge. For racial:minorities and-low social

status groups school is relatively moreampcirtant in
..'

shaping, knowledge and attitudes than for *her status groups.

'Implications: The social studies teacher is in a crucial position

. in the political education process. Schools are more successful in teaching

. I

knowledge than attitudes and behavior. This leads. to two general pre
\ .

scriptiOns for teachers. First, because

product of the schools, it is imperative_

political knowledge is an important

that this knowledge reflect the

ng that is available. Knowledgebest grounded, and most up to date thinki

of the institutions, processes and outcomes of politics is the realm of

the social -scientist, and it is to the social sciences that teachers must

attend for the most accurate content. The content use changet with new

theoretical and empirical knowledge in the disciplines. This means teachers



must engagein extensive and systematic programs of reading as well as

advanced coursework in the social sciences,. to keep themselves current.
.44 ,

Also,' curriculum materials reflecting the most recent scholarship should

be used.

SeCond, more attention should be paid to aftitdde and behavior outcomes.-

,The research evidence shows that schooling as S whole-has little of

nothing to. do with whether youth areaapathetiror interested, whether'

they are passive or involved. Given the assumptions about citizenship

education goal's which are above, social studies teachers must-
.

increasingly commit instructional time 'and, energy to the process of:

formulating and achieving specifiC objectives having to do ,with political
.

.nttitudinal-and behavioral outcomes. Rhetbric is not enoughobjectives

And, teaching. in social studies classes must reflect.our commitment: to these'

:citizenship goalS.

Finally, the generalization points out that we may have the most

impact where'we least expect it- =among lower. social status students.

This suggests that in classes composed of la ger proportions of such

.students we should redouble our political ucatidn'efforts. Often'this

will involve slower learnilig students; Students with reading prbblems,f

students with negative attitudes toward school.,_Despite these diffiiiulties

the overall conclusion shows us that in these classes we have the best

opportunities- for making positive political knowledge. and attitude' gains..
. .

Generalization 2: Although field stUdies sho that the social

studies curric um'does have positive political knowledge

-outcomes, the most recent longitudinal evidence suggests.

'that politigal knowledge of secondary schobl students'has

'decreased between 1970 and 1976.
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Implications: The National Assessment reports concerningYChange in
. i.

, A
political knowledge from.1970 to,1976'sfipport the second:part of this-.f.

. r
.

,
contentidi. ,Ifecause.pcilitival-Andwledge'is one imfiortant part,ofirducation

in general; and citizenship 'education .in particular, we milSt tdkei this ,
. .

../ .

- .
. --, -

k4aWledge decline very seriously. It is diffieuit to ppint to anY>diear-

thkn led t i '
PCause or set'of_Causes for the drop 9w ge. ros onof students

.. - . ...

political trust and interest,. - emphasis on process goals in the social,

:..
,

. ...

studies curriculum, displacement of tradicionalCiVics and history instruction
p. t

.

bq innovative curriculum offerings, or decreasiniattentipn to/and lower
. ,

student abililtiesa:reading-oriented study Of'civicS and,hist-ory, might

.1 .

be suggested as hypotheses to explain the 'downward trend.

Whatever the explanation, the remedy includes reemphasis of knowledge

goalEciand.objectivee. Knowledge'hbouepoliticaleinStitutions, processes
, .

and rightsjs an essential foundation fOr respOibible political, thOught,

decision:MakIngandaction.

It is possible that the current movement toward systematic aAsessment.*

of,students' minimum coMpetencies will help to refocus attention on basic

political knowledge goals. Careful attention by social studies educators

to the implementation of minimum competency assessment.in the political

knowlelge areas is necessary, hOwever. OveremRhasisiag.fundamental kno =

-ledge and igtdring deciSion-making andaction skills is al very prObable

_outcome of,the'competency assessment proCeis,.4nLwetust,do all inour:

power-to render a carefUl balance among these citizenship
4
goals.

Anpther potential daigerinstressing basic.,:knowledgeOutcame

revealld in an important cross - cultural Study of. politiCal education- --
.

. . ,

----0

...

.(Torney, Ojap enheirn and Firnen;:1975):.. Torey and4let'assoCia tes fou nd .



. that stress on 'factual 'knowledge ani.printed drill materials in civics(

classrooms are. related to negative political attitudes. Thus,- overemphasis
e
p

on basic knowledge-goals can brxig about negative attitudinal outcomes.

This set of findings .underscores the need ,for careful consideration and

balance*among'knbwiedge, skill and attitude g9.als.
.

.

The.first pai-t of Geiieratiiation.2;fris linpottant. Research does show
.

.A t 1 ' ..

..... .clearly that.systematic and carefull deveIoped_cutrictilum tan resultin

successful ,Political informati6n transbmision

secondary lel-T.1s. Specific texts, units, ,and

at bo hpthe elementary arid

other curriculum plans can

make a difference, especially if their goals and objectives are clear, and
"..

the: instruction is linked carefully to these,ainis.

J

/
Generalization 3: "--An open classzbom' climate in which opinions -

,

about controversial_ issues are freely_ discutsed and in..which
-

students believe that they can influence_ the rules 'arid working of

the classroom, is 'conducive- to positive.studant 'Political,
. e . , -

e" ' .. .

attitudes. , .
1

Implications: The implications of this generalization are clear.

1S...iTeachers,thould stimulate discus n of contro- versial.issues in such a-

way as"-to 'assure students that they arefred to. expreOs divergent view-
,

points. tt
Thei.41.asroom ',climates should foster student decision-making. and

6

influence on' haw the Nclassroom operates, so that students believe that
.

. .

they share responeibility with the teacher. This. dOes not mean that the

teacher shoUld give up his or her responsibility. as classroom leader and

instructor, but it does mean than the teacher should not ,be seen as the
, .

sole .source of authority -and direction..

r
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froal objectivesfand instructional meads must characterize the- civics

iculUmx. Undue. emphasis on factual content Imist, be avoided, or im'risk

Generalization 4: Emphasis on factual content, printed

drill materials and patriotic rituals is assocAted with

negative-political attitudes.

Implications: Again, the im 1 cations are clear. A balance of

ma 'negative student attitudes. In both Generalizations 3 and 4, we
.;)

have seen that for attitude outcomes the "how" in teaching is at least,
9 *

'

if not mora, important than the "what"

Generalizatioft 5: More participant and leSs authoritarian

school organization:and governance patterns are associated'

with Positive political attitudes. and behavior-of students
4t

Furthar, student participation in school governance and extra-

curricular activities is related to positive political

attitudes of students.
.

Imlications: It is more-difficult for social studies educators,
4

to act on the implications of this generalization.' Yet many of us do, -f

I T

Or can exert inflUence over school organization, governance and "extra7

curricular activitie, and students' participationin.these*proceSses.
. .

Some political.decision-makfng and action curricuiuul-programs.have been and

ar. e being developed for social studies'classrobbs* Comparing Political

Experiences,-for example, emphasizes the schooLas a setting in which

political skills are.tested. and strengthened by students. (GilIeSpie-

and Patrick, 1974). Choosing Such curricula is one means of,infludiacing

student Oivolvement in school political procisses, and perhaps in shaping

the processes. themselves.



at

Manysocial studies teachers sponsor'extracurricular-actiViti

these are often.student government groups. These teachers Can-,infl ce

student attitndes.and skills bymaking such activitiesmedningfill

students so that they are plugged in to the decision-making that oes

/on in school settings..

, .

.

Finally, teachers can'and dO influence how schools are a

/

istered.

This is it always.easy,.."of course, but intelligent and concerted effort"4 -
can result in change. We all have had experiences, or have heard of

others', which show that teacherS can take a difference in how sChoOls
.

u .

are run. ;.ThIS influence Can-be used to make schools more responsive.

to student participation and thereby bring about, desired political attitude ---

and behavior change in students. .

Generalization 6: As compared to European students of

the same age, American students have a low tolerance__;

for political dissent, -and tend not to endorse thd-civil

and.poiitical tights of iinority.groups such as women.'

These comparatively negative attitudes.duggest that

some actions should be taken to remedy the situation. Unfortunately,

the researchers who draw these conclusions have not identified educational
.

,fattWtt-that cause these ,differences.

One reason might be that'Americanstudents have a:mainly consensual,

°rather than conflictual, view of political process.' If students see

consensus as a necessary and valuable base for politics, then dissent and 44,

conflict, represented by women or other minorities seeking redress of

their grievances, or by political nonconformists are seen'as not deserving
rr .

of their- The students. reason that a good citizen conforms- to

4
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. , .

.,. .- ,

_. ---..-*--::L- - t?
'tile consensus; to. disturb or threaten tbe.consenses is bad citifenship.

,..

Therefore, support and, tolerance for dissent is low.

Anotber lavatory factor'might be the passive, rat her than

7active, view the good citizen that many students have developed.),

Activists, dissenters And political non-conformiits violate the passive

good citizen norms, and students may also withhold support and lack, .

a
I I

tolerance because.of thin stereotype they haVe been taught in school.

If these explanations are valid, then social studies educators must:

challenge the characterization, well represented-in many civics texts

at all grade levels, that political process is basically consensual and

conflict free, and that good

The strengths and necessity

activismi must be stressed,

citizens tend to be passive, not active.

of conflict,: as.well as citizen pOlitical

and the positive systemic outoomekof such t.

conflict and activism insist be studied. The underlying.consensual and

passivvi'ew Of politics the_attitude that disagreement sand overt action

are to be avoided --these must be altered before toleranceand.Support

for diSs nority rights_can be changed any fundamental way.

This will require systematiC and widespread changes incitizenship curriculum,-

'and instruction.

Conclusion

In summing up, it-is clear tha.: we do know a few important things

about political. education. We can-influence knowledge mole directly

than attitedes, and among lower status students more easily than higher.

stattis students. knowledge outcomes maybe eroding in recent yeart, and

although minimum competency assessment efforts might redyess this trend,



we-must be datefol to maintain balance yin our goals and instruction betWeen

ba4c knowledge, deciAion-making and participation-outcomes, Excessive

emphasis on knowledge.can have negative attitude Consequences.

The-amount of civics instruction seems unimportant. in shaping attitudes,

':.but the way in which this instruction takesylace.is critical. Open
.t

clAssroomclimate; discussionof controversial issues; and deemphasizing

patriotic rituals, reliance on facts and printed drill materials; are
)

specificliays,to foster. positive student attitude outcomes. Further,)

school organization; governance and extra-curricular Activities are

important in student attitude change. Open school climates and stAdent
.

i.

participation in these school processes are keys.to positive attitudes.
.41

Fipally, a relative lack-of support- for minority rights. and tolerance.

.

for dissent might be corrected through a:basic change in citizenship

education. The consensual, conflict free view of the political process'

as now represented in texts and courses must be, replaced with a morel

-'realistic picture of political institutions and behavior.

) 1

1
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